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Asset attributes 
Other connected asset links, 
manual input fields, dates

Asset history 
Who did what and when?

Connected Jira 
issues 
View the Jira issues were this 
asset has been selected in a 
Insight custom field
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Fault data from an 
external database 
SCADA system information on 

faults in the electrical distribution 
network  
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Jira and Insight 
custom field 

import

Select the Jira project or 
projects, and the Insight 
custom field for import 

in the eazyBI import 
option
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[jira.customfield_NNNNN] 

data_type = "string" 

dimension = true 

separate_table = true

Enable 
additional 

data mapping

eazyBI 
advanced 
settings

Import Jira data
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MEASURES FROM THE ADDITIONAL DATA IMPORT

Dimensions 
Measures from the additional 
data import will work in detailed 
level only with the dimensions 
they were linked to in mapping

Context 
You can change the context set 
by the report with 
DefaultContext() or Default 
members
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--Fault count default 

DefaultContext(( 

  [Measures].[Fault count], 

  [Time].CurrentHierarchyMember, 

  [Construction Object].CurrentMember 

))

Changing 
context

Additionally 
imported 
measures

Jira issues 
measures
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--Estimated  cost default 

([Measures].[Estimated Cost created], 

[Time].CurrentHierarchy.DefaultMember)

Changing 
context

Additionally 
imported 
measures

Jira issues 
measures

--Issues default created 

([Measures].[Issues created], 

[Time].CurrentHierarchy.DefaultMember)



FAULT COUNT VS ESTIMATED COST

Measures 
The first two measures in a 
Scatter chart from the X and Y 
axes

Bubble chart 
Other measures can be used to 
form bubbles.

Bubble size 
Bubble size is relevant to the 
value of the selected measure
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FAULT COUNT AND NON DELIVERED ENERGY TREND

Bar chart 
Bar and Line charts can have all 
kind of chart types in them

Bubbles 
To form a bubble chart in a Bar 
or Line chart, have to measures 
side by side. Select the bubble 
for the first one

Standard 
calculations 
Fast and convenient way to alter 
the data you have, without 
opening the formula editor
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CONSTRUCTION OBJECT RANK

Calculated 
measures 
Sometimes advanced calculated 
measures are a necessity.

Rank() 
The Rank() function can rank the 
current dimension member and 
determine its position in a set.
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Rank( 
   [Construction Object].CurrentMember, 
   Filter( 
     [Construction Object].[Construction Object].Members, 
     [Measures].[Issues default created] > 0 

 AND 
     [Measures].[Fault count default] > 0 

), 
  ([Measures].[Faults count default %] 
  + 
  [Measures].[Fault duration default %] 
  + 
  [Measures].[Fault non delivered energy default %] 
  + 
  [Measures].[Fault affected customers default %] 
  + 
  [Measures].[Fault complaints default %] 
  - 
  [Measures].[Estimated Cost default %]) 
)

Creating a 
rank

Construction 
object rank
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Prepare your 
data!





community.eazybi.com  
support@eazybi.com

Drop us a line!


